Statistical mapping of tree species over Europe
Supplementary material: species sheets
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Dominant Species
Regression scaled to NUTS-II
+ Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Abies

Darker is larger proportions
Regression scaled to NUTS-II

Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Alnus

Darker is larger proportions
Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Betula

Darker is larger proportions
Regression scaled to NUTS-II
+ Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Carpinus
Darker is larger proportions
Regression scaled to NUTS-II

Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Castanea

Darker is larger proportions
Regression

Regression scaled to NUTS-II

Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Eucalyptus

Darker is larger proportions
Regression scaled to NUTS-II

Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Fagus

Darker is larger proportions
Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Fraxinus

Darker is larger proportions
Regression scaled to NUTS-II

Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Larix

Darker is larger proportions
Other Broadleaved

Darker is larger proportions
Regression scaled to NUTS-II

Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Other Conifers

Darker is larger proportions
Regression

Regression scaled to NUTS-II

Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Picea

Darker is larger proportions
Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Pinus Pinaster

Darker is larger proportions
Regression

Regression scaled to NUTS-II

Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Pinus Sylvestris

Darker is larger proportions
Regression

Regression scaled to NUTS-II

Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Pinus other

Darker is larger proportions
Regression
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Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Populus

Darker is larger proportions
Regression

Regression scaled to NUTS-II

Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Pseudotsuga

Darker is larger proportions
Regression
Regression scaled to NUTS-II
Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Quercus Robur & Petraea

Darker is larger proportions
Regression scaled to NUTS-II + Kriging in areas with NFI plot data

Quercus Other

Darker is larger proportions
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Robinia
Darker is larger proportions